
Calculating PMCC 
 

Calculate the PMCC for each of the following sets of data 

 

A young family were looking for a new 3 bedroom semi-detached house. A local survey recorded the prince, 

x, iin £1000m and the distance y, in miles, from the station of such houses The following summary 

statistics were provided. 

Sxx = 113573  Syy 8.657  Sxy = -808.917  r = ____________ 
 

A bank reviews its customer records at the end of each month to find out how many customers have 

become unemplyed, u, and how many have had their house repossessed, h, during that month. The bank 

codes the data x= 
𝑢−100

3
 and y = 

ℎ−20

7
. The results for the 12 months of 2009 are summarised below. 

∑x = 477 Sxx = 5606.25  ∑y = 480  Syy = 4244  ∑xy = 23070 r = ____________ 
 

The moisture content, m, of core sample of mud is measured as a percentage. It is believed that m is 

related to depth, d meters, at which the core is collected. 

The results for eight samples are given in the table 

d 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

m 90 82 56 42 30 21 21 18 

a) Calculate the value of r r = ____________ 

b) Comment, in context of the data, on your value of r. ______________________________________________ 
 

The data in the following table relates the average temperature (in degrees Celsius) and the average 

butterfat content for a group of cows (expressed as a percentage of the milk) 

Temp 17 16 13 4 8 14 16 3 3 16 

Butterfat 4.65 4.83 4.55 5.44 4.69 4.65 4.65 4.95 4.66 4.60 

a) Calculate the value of the product moment correlation coefficient .  r = ____________ 

b) comment on the value of the PMCC in context of the question. _____________________________________ 
 

A survey of common garden birds in Great Britain gave figures for each species, comparing the total 

number recorded with the percentage of gardens where each species was seen. The figures for nine 

species are given in the following table 

No. Recorded (000s) 702 673 308 156 455 411 370 230 196 

% of gardens 53.9 64.0 47.4 50.3 81.8 89.0 59.2 57.4 80.0 

a) calculate the value of r r = ____________ 

b) Comment, in the context of the questions, on your value of the product moment correlation coefficient. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The following table gives the numbers of households living in their own properties, and the number that 

are not doing so (both in thousands) for selected regions on East Anglia 

Region Owner-occupied Other 

Southend 51.6 19.4 

Colechester 46.1 17.6 

Kings Lynn 41.8 16.5 

St Albans 40.6 12.1 

Ipswitch 32.4 17.5 

Camebridge 22.8 19.8 

Hertsmere 28.5 9.4 

Harlow 19.8 13.4 

Brentwood 22.8 6.0 

Maldon 19.5 4.7 

a) Determine the value of r r = ____________ 

b) Interpret your value of r in context of the question. _____________________________________________ 
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